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WYYS issues and programs 3rct quarter 2015 

ISSUE: The Year of Pluto. The entire area was proud of the "Year of Pluto 

Program: This year the Streator Tourism named 2015 the Year of Pluto. The discovery of Pluto 
was a Streator resident. WYYS celebrated with the area with weekly celebrations. 

WYYS aired 104 minutes from 7/4 to 7/16. These messages included stories of the of the 
discovery, Clyde Tom Baugh, observing the sky, farmer markets, interviews, and book readings. 
<104 minuets> 

ISSUE: JOB FAIR. Our area was, for the first time in years, was below $billion in retail sales. 
Has held a Job Fair for the last 6 years. It's held in the county seat in Ottawa. Once again, it was 
free to those looking for jobs. The hours were from noon to 4. Over 300 job seekers shows up. 

Program: WYYS aired 56 30 second messages from 7/15 to 8/20. 

Program: WYYS aired a broadcast from the Job Fair from noon to <2 hours, 28 minutes> 

ISSUE: COMMUNITY: LaSalle-Peru High. 

Program: WYYS aired 12, 30 second messages to promote their fundraiser. These ared from 
7/18 to 7/30. This is their annual fundraiser that we help with each year. 

Program: IVCH 5k race/run. This took place on 9/5. WYYS ai'red 186 30 second messages 
between 8/1 to 8/3 0. 

Program: Food Pantry: WYYS aired 5 messages promoting to help with the Ottawa fund bank. 
These aired from 9/2. 14 messages. 

Program: Carns Hegler Concerts. WYYS promoted the concerts and event at hundred year 
mansion. 

WYYS aired 24, 30 second messages from 8/10 to 8/13. 

Program: Ottawa Riverfest. WYYS aired 64 30 messages from 8/30 to 9/18. Program: WYYS 
once again did not charge for the event. 

Program: The annual Alzheimer's walk in Peru and LaSalle. As we have for the last 5 years, 
WYYS provided for no charge to M.C. the annual walk. 

Program: Alzheimer's Walk. WYYS aired 35 15 messages promoted the event. 8/15 at Baker 
Lake in LaSalle. 

Program: Reports from the event. WYYS aired 5 reports from the event. Total 6 minutes on air 
from the two hour event. 

Program: On 8/4 the annual Easter Seals was held. WYYS was a major sponsor for the event. 

WYYS aired 44, 30 second messages.> 120 minutes> 



WYYS issues and programs 3rd quarter 2015 

ISSUE: RELAY FOR LIFE: WYYS has a long partnership with the ACS, and many of the 
Relay teams come to WYYS to help promote their fundraising. 

Program: Relay Life. WYYS aired 97 30 second messages between 7/6 to 8/31.<48.5 minutes. 

Program: Broadcast: WYYS aired a from the Mendota site for the Upper Relay event on 8/1. 
This broadcast aired on 8/1 from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m ... 

<83 minutes> 

Issue: Easter Seals WYYS has been a partner in this fundraiser for many years. 

Program: On 8/1, WYYS aired the Walk, which lasted 3 hours, 15 minutes . 3 hours .. <3 hours> 

Program: WYYS aired 55 30 second messages from 7/10 to 7/30. 

ISSUE: NEWS. WYYS airs news in the mornings and other times when needed. 

ISSUES: NEWS: Aires news in the morning, and when news breaks. 

Program: WYYS airs news at 6, 6:30, 7, 7:30, 8. each news cast is one minute. 4 minutes each 
morning. <100 minutes per quarter.> 

ISSUE: LOCAL RETAIL. More and more, retail spending is leaving the area, which takes 
money out of the local businesses which means less and less for our community. WYYS helps 
keep those dollars at home to help our local schools. 

Program: On 8/15, WYYS aired a two hour broadcast from Boneshed. This company aired from 
10 a.m. to noon. 

Program: McDonald's Peru from noon to 2 for the Fun Day. Families played with games for 
children and got special price on food. This took place on 8/15. This owner is a locally owned, 
and does many charitable works. 

McDonald's in Morris. WYYS aired a broadcast from Morris. This event was on 9/24 from 4 to 
6p.m ... 

Baggio ' s Fall Harvest. This local business sales local produce and has corn mazes, and hay 
rides. We promote their business every year. We were there on 9/26 from 10 a.m. to noon. 

Program Jeff Perry. This local automotive dealer was aired on 7118 from 10 to 12. 


